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A Quintet of Problems

By WALTER BREEN NLG, SPMC 3378

OREY Perlmutter's "Quintessential Quintet" in PM
50 raises more problems than it solves, and they
are problems that you readers can probably help

solve just by looking at your own notes. Those who
have been following my various series in Numismatic
News Weekly probably caught my own discussion of one
of these problems (the Bison $10's) ; the others are likely
to be a little more surprising because no detailed break-
down has yet been published on the Silver Certificates.

To anticipate the latter, here is problem Number
One and apparently the easiest of the five:

SC 1896 $1 "History Instructing Youth." Bureau of
Engraving & Printing reports say 57,344,000 notes were
printed in all; Permutter's figures indicate that the en-
tirety was issued. The official numerical range may
therefore be taken as [1-57 344 000], all with pheon
prefix and suffix. But this does not permit us to tell the
true proportion of Tillman-Morgan notes to Bruce-
Roberts, which is where the problem arises.

To date my observation of these notes indicates:

F-224. 1-33 347 345
F-225. 34 318 769-56 672 165

This suggests that 33,360,000 were probably issued
with the Tillman-Morgan signatures. Autographed
dated notes could help here; and it is also possible that
there was some overlap, which only you readers could
show. If any of you have Educational 31's with serial
numbers outside the observed ranges, please let me know
at Box 352, Berkeley, California 94701.

Problem #2 is a much more serious one, possibly
soluble only by a trip to the National Archives. This is
the Educational 32's. Both the published records of the
Bureau and Morey Perlmutter's figures indicate that
some 5,163,000 sheets=20,652,000 notes were printed
and issued in all; the official serial number range ought
to be [1-20 652 000]. Unfortunately, the observed
range is so much higher as to cast doubt on the official
figures. Either more were issued in fiscal 1901 and
later years, or there is a typographical error which not
only remained unnoticed in number of sheets but was
translated-into number and amounts of notes (far less
likely), or else—which I think most probable—some
serial number groups were not released at all, amounting
to possibly eight million notes. Observed ranges to
date:

F-247. 1— 8 962 194
F-248. 10 565 041-27 024 015

Where you readers could come in is to find out if
representatives survive of each group of millions in
F-248; i.e. 11 xxx xxx, 12 xxx xxx, 13 xxx xxx, etc.; in
addition, we need to know what notes you have outside
the indicated observed ranges, and if any of you have
dated autographed Bruce-Roberts notes, which would
also help.

Problem #3 is fortunately simpler. Of the "Electrici-
ty" 35, Bureau records indicate 35,012,000 were printed,
of which Perlmutter has shown that 34,932,000 were
issitA. But does this mean that the official high SN is
34 932 000 or 35 012 000? Look at your Lyons-Roberts
notes and find out; it is quite possible that the printed
notes which failed to leave the Bureau were in the range
[34 932 001 35 012 000], though they just might have
been in a lower range. In addition, as with the other
notes above, we need to find out if any of you have
notes outside the observed ranges:

F-268. 1-15 635 597
F-269. 15 716 658-27 084 314
F-270. 29 549 744-34 185 688

It looks, so far, as though about 15.69 million F-268's
were issued, and the high number might well be some-
thing like 15 696 000. It looks also as though the high
SN for Bruce-Roberts will turn out to be somewhere in
the neighborhood of 28 800 000. Look at yours and see
if you can improve on the observed ranges, or if a dated
autographed Bruce-Roberts or Lyons-Roberts note will
indicate that it is from the first or second sheet issued
of that combination.

Problem #4 is the indigestible mess of notes portray-
ing Chief Running Antelope. (Please why don't people
call him by his name rather than by the fictitious desig-
nation of "Onepapa"? Is the stranglehold of an er-
roneous tradition so nearly unbreakable?)

From Perlmutter's figures one gathers that there was
a lot of overlapping, without clean breaks between the
notes of one signature combination and the next, even
despite the two-year hiatus. Also, the amount printed.
in all [556,054,000] indicates that most of the dozen or
more blocks were not complete. A complete block=100
million notes; blocks -: E M :- and possibly N:-
were complete, the rest far from it. The usual practice
was to begin a new block at the accession of a new
Treasurer, but reversions to earlier blocks during his
tenure were common.

The following observed ranges will make my meaning
clear. Readers are invited to improve on these by look-
ing at their own notes.

SIGNATURES BLOCK

LR=F-271 -: .- 7 631 237-97 944 696
A :- 7 552 466-41 861 046

LT=F-272 B :- 18-26 565 000
VT—F-273 D :- 27 120 146-76 460 600
VMc—F-274 E :- 5 215 738-40 981 863
NMe=F-275 E :- 48 154 461-99 049 692

K 1 	  2 121 171
Reversions

NT—F-276 H :- 3— 1 775 861
PB=F-277 M 6 996 197-43 816 285

B 453 569
TB =F-278 M :- 51 869 461-86 062 813
EB =F-279 M :- 91 522 113-97 745 165

N 955 501— 3 652 777
Reversions

EW=F-280 N 	 :- 11 111-43 092 467
* B 1 132 929— 1 256 023

SpW —F-281 N	 :- 37 964 568 	 67 391 605
R 39 451 896

Other blocks probably exist, and it will he an interest-
ing project to find out which ones are rarer. In particu-
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lar, I suspect that *B block exists with other signatures,
possibly as early as Vernon-McClung; and that block K
may exist for Parker-Burke, N and *B for Teehee-Burke,
*B for Elliott-Burke and Speelman-White.

Problem #5 is, of course, the Bison $10's. Six blocks
are known including *B, none of them complete. Some
of the signature varieties are much rarer than commonly
believed, so that even an approximate range is unknown
for some blocks. Perlmutter's figures are of no help
here, even the two-year hiatus marking nothing but the
accession of Elliott-White, but the 48,156.000 Bisons is-
sued thereafter were all part of the E block. The fol-
lowing observed ranges will make my meaning clear:
readers are urged to improve on them from their own
notes.

SIGNATURES BLOCK

LR=_ F-114 - 	 1 733-46 426 808
LT =-F-115 A :- 	 2— 9 237 625
VT =F-116 B :- 	 439 810— 9 669 717
VMc=F-117 D
	

2 602 669
NMc =F-118 D
	

9 153 253
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E	 :- 1 947 739— 9 896 481
E 	 :- 11 682 824-17 808 148

E 	 :- 18 217 808-28 832 904
B 240 283— 410 420

E 30 718 503-60 776 076
B 466 665— 480 467

Other blocks are possible; in particular, it is possible
that block A may exist for Vernon-Treat (or B for Lyons-
Treat, or both), and that *B may exist for Vernon-Mc-
Clung, Napier-McClung, Parker-Burke and Teehee-Burke.
It goes without saying that when comprehensive ranges
are known for the intermediate issues—from Lyons-Treat
through Elliott-White, say we will be able to get a bet-
ter idea of the relative rarity of these signature combi-
nations. and put an end to the fiction perpetuated by
earlier catalogues that all these are equally scarce, where-
as in fact only two signatures make up the majority of
Bisons actually met with (Lyons-Roberts and Speelman-
White).

Research of this kind is proceeding in all series of
large U.S. notes except for Nationals; the co-operation
of collectors and dealers is respectfully invited.

PB =F-119
TB =F-120
EW =F-121

SpW =F-122

WANTED
OBSOLETE PAPER MONEY

(Bank Notes, Script, Warrants. Drafts)
of the AMERICAN WEST

Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, Mon-
tana, New Mexico, Colorado: Dakota, Deseret, Indian,
Jefferson Territories!

Cash paid, or fine Obsolete Paper traded.
Have Proof notes from most states, Individual rarities, seldom seen denominationals, Kirtlands, topicals; Colonial, Continental ;
CSA, Southern States notes and bonds. Also have duplicate Western rarities for advantageous trade.

JOHN J. FORD, JR. P. O. BOX 33, ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N. Y. 11571

FLORIDA NOTES
WANTED
ALL SERIES

•
Also

A Good Stock
Of Notes
Available

WARREN HENDERSON
P. 0. BOX 1358, VENICE, FLA. 33595
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